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Abstract 

Walking is an important part of the tourist experience and comfort travel. There is increasing 
attention to encourage tourists to walk as a mode of sustainable transportation. Emergence of 
new and diverse forms of data has expand the field of research via text mining analysis. This is an 
alternative for common research methodology as a good analysis tool to reflect pedestrians’ 
opinions in spatial design and urban planning. In this regard, the novelty of this paper is to 
investigate the relationship between walkability and successful tourism in Doha, Qatar by utilizing 
text mining analysis on a readily available datasets, i.e. the customer generated contents from 
TripAdvisor. The collected data for tourist attractive places in Doha, Qatar shows higher frequency 
(connection) of words that reflect the characteristics of each research location and its respective 
relationship with public transportation (Doha Metro) to support the walkable environment. The 
findings have determined some users-friendly walking environment especially for research 
locations like The Pearl, Souq Waqif and Museum of Islamic Arts. On the other hand, it is indicated 
that the rate of Metro use is still low compared to the city’s population and this will take some time 
for Doha Metro to be used as main mode of transportation among the tourists. The outcome of 
this study will enable to propose some guidelines to enhance the walking environment for tourists 
within the challenging weather condition like hot and arid climate of Qatar. 
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1. Introduction  
Walkable neighborhood is currently a key factor of sustainable community (Speck, 2013) to encourage 
health, economic, and social development instead of car-based urbanism. As Talen & Koschinsky (2013) 
argued that a search on Google Scholar for “walkable neighborhood” returns over 500 entries, 96% of 
which were published since 2000, representing many scholars are interested in the better walkable 
environment. In recent years, studies on how to make a better walkable environment has gained interests 
from professionals, academics and researchers. 

Sustainable urban quality of the built environment are often considered the significant measure of walking 
and walkability as attractive for locals, visitors and tourists (Talen, 2002). Pedestrian-friendly street design 
with walkable environment and improvement of walk community have been represented as improving 
biological public health, reducing in traffic congestion and air pollution, ecological foot print. (Forsyth & 
Southworth, 2008)   

Walking is also a significant factors for tourist and outdoor recreational activity and element of sustainable 
mobility, with walking trails and pilgrimage routes significant attractions in their own right (Timothy and 
Boyd, 2015). Although little attention has been given to the concept of walkability from a tourist 
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perspective, there is increasing attention to encouraging tourists to walk as a mode of sustainable 
transportation. (Hall et al., 2017) 

Walking is an important part of the tourist experience and comfort travel. Public transportation is the main 
mean of transportation (utilities) for tourist in new place. Public transportation plays an important role in 
tourism development at a destination; especially in urban areas’ tourists experience with public 
transportation, service may influence their satisfaction with a destination (Thompson & Schofield, 2007).  

The subject of walkability has been analyzed with various method approaches such as measuring 
walkability with google street view, walk score or auditing tool, connection to the other transportation 
mode, GIS analysis, and so on.  With developments in ICT and the massive growth in social media usage, 
however, new and diverse types of data continues to increase and massive amounts of data can be 
processed in real time in these days. Text mining, among various big data analysis techniques, is emerging 
in diverse fields as a way to supplement the limitations of existing sociological methods such as quantitative 
and objective data that can assist qualitative opinions (Won and Kim, 2014), extracting valuable 
information from main keywords, relationship between keywords.  

This research investigates the relationship between walkability and successful tourism in Doha, Qatar by 
analyzing based on customer generated contents from TripAdvisor. While typically assumed that the 
Qatar’s hot climates constrain people’s walking patterns, it is necessary to examine the value of tourist’s 
perception/opinion of walking and walkable environment in famous tourist places in Doha. TripAdvisor 
data, believed to be the most influential sites to inform travel choices and tourist behavior (Gursoy et al. 
2017), as indicators of successful tourism, is examined to select high ranked attractive places in Doha as 
per the number of visitors and rankings 

For the purpose of this research, main research questions are summarized into three queries: 

• What are Tourists opinion about walkability between different leading tourism places and public 
transportation in Doha, Qatar? 

• How can text mining analysis represents/reflects the tourist’s opinion of built environment in study 
places? 

• How mapping analysis with field observation technique can be applied to study the physical built 
environment in the selected places? 

By imposing a layer of real tourist perception or opinion to the place, the research aims to improve 
specificity of the outcome on top of extracting overall sentiment about the place. The novelty of our paper 
in this sense is that we apply a relational approach by conducting a network analysis methodology on a 
readily available data source: customer generated content (CGC) from TripAdvisor while carrying out a field 
observation for better understanding of physical built environments in the site. It would be a helpful study 
for Qatar, which is set to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup, to enhance their tourism policy and eventually to 
provide better experience for visitors, by analyzing Qatar Doha’s walking environments and its walkability 
in terms of tourist destination connectivity.  

2. Background Research 
2.1. Walkability and Tourism 

Given the growing interest in the relationship between tourism and urban design and a desire to make 
tourism more sustainable and destinations more attractive, there has been a growing interest in the 
relationships between tourism and walkability (Ram and Hall, 2018). Many tourists believe that the best 
way to experience a city is to walk it (Thompson, 2004).  
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Walkability can be broadly defined as the extent to which built environment usually enables walking (Kelly 
et al., 2011). A development case of TOD (Transit Oriented Development) is an example of how walkability 
affects the physical built environment considering public transportation’s direct impact on walkability. As 
Forsyth (2015) noted walkability is used to refer to three related though different concepts: environmental 
features or means of making walkable environments; outcomes potentially fostered by such environments; 
and as a proxy for better urban design.  

The proper walkable distance for pedestrian has been studied and analyzed through various stages. 5 min 
walking distance, also known as people are willing to walk before opting drive, is generally accepted and is 
represented by a radius 1/4 mile or about 400m based on average walking speed for a five-minute walk.  
According to Lo (2009), comparing different cities, a number of commonalities in walkability’s criteria can 
be seen in the following: Presence and continuity of sidewalks and pedestrian routes; Accessibility of 
facilities to people with different abilities; Directness of pedestrian paths and connectivity of the street 
network; Connections to frequent transit services; Ease and safety of crossings; Visual interest; and 
Perceived or actual security. Quantitative measures tend to miss qualitative factors such as sense of 
enclosure, liveliness, safety, litter (Owen, 1993). Therefore site observation and mapping analysis, as 
auditing tool with field survey, is indispensable to understand neighborhood’s quality of life and to evaluate 
the effects of street-scale characteristics, traffic volume and speed, presence of multiple destinations, or 
indicators of social or physical disorder.  

Even though, increasing attention has been given to walkable environment of tourist as a measure of 
sustainable transportation, there is a very limited number of studies specifically examining walkability from 
a tourist perspective (Ram and Hall, 2018). Le-Klähn et al. (2015) reported that 60 percent of visitors 
engaged in walking as a means of active transportation either in conjunction with public transportation or 
separately. The built environment encouraging the walkability, therefore, may affect tourist’s interest in 
walking a destination (Samarasekara et al., 2011), while walkability is potentially also an asset for tourist 
attractions and services, such as transportation hubs and accommodation (Ram et al., 2016).  

2.2. Tourism and Public Transportation 

There are extensive discussion about the use of public transportation (PT) associated with tourism since 
2000 (Scott et al., 2012), encouraging the use of alternative modes such as non-motorized modes and 
public transportation (Dubois et al., 2011). Tourist preferences for trip mode differ from that of daily 
transportation (Malhado & Rothfuss, 2013). A user-friendly PT network is necessary to motivate greater 
use. Additional critical aspects include efficiency, safety and service frequency. 

There is a variety of public transportation like tram, metro, bus, taxi, and etc. Of which, the Metro is the 
most commonly used mode for tourists in many cities such as Paris, London, Seoul, Tokyo, and so on. Public 
Transportation, such as Metro, is more flexible means to accommodate a number of tourists and to provide 
more connectivity and accessibility to destinations. It is obvious transportation accessibility and 
connectivity affect tourist choice of recreational destinations (Xiao et al., 2012).  In line with sustainability 
trend, public transportation is expected to take and play a significant role as a transportation mode in the 
tourism. (Gossling, 2010). 

As tourism seeks to become more sustainable, more active travel modes are encouraged when visiting 
tourist attraction places (Hall et al., 2017). Public transportation acts an important role in tourism 
development at a destination in urban areas (Le-Klahn and Hall, 2015) and an excellent public 
transportation networks attracts tourist to use public transportation (Le-Klahn et al., 2014). A city with 
well-organized public transportation networks has a potential of being more attractive to tourists.  
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2.3. Text Mining Process 

According to the IBM report (2015), it is estimated that 80% of the world’s data is mostly unstructured data 
like text. There is a wealth of information in the text we encounter every day, but in these days, millions of 
unstructured data, such as documents, email, social media, images, etc., are produced on daily basis, 
meaning a limit to processing vast amounts of text data with only cognitive ability. As Businesses sectors 
use structured data through rational databases and spreadsheets by identifying its pattern, with paradigm 
shift in data growth form mostly structured to mostly unstructured, it is necessary to gain insight efficiently 
from vast amount of unstructured data. 

The latest sentiment analysis researches have produced relatively focused reviews and opinions with text 
mining, based on Customer Generated Contents (CGC) which are datasets of specific topic-oriented (Oh, 
2015). This CGC approach offers unrestricted and unbiased opinions on topics (Liu, 2010).Therefore, by 
using CGC to extract and construct an overall sentiment from a vast number of feedbacks can support to 
predict the success of a future strategy. Implementation of text mining technique in tourism sector seems 
to provide the most credible correlation (Garcia, 2012; Akehurst, 2009) due to the fact of dealing with 
physical features of built and tangible environment, therefore, share a similar goal (Oh, 2015). 

Preprocessing that organize data and word representation that transform preprocessed text into 
mathematical expressions are sequential tasks that must be performed to analyze text. Text can then be 
analyzed by applying various analysis methods; Logistic accounting analysis of machine learning, Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), and k-th nearbar (Knn) can be applied to classify documents by characteristics; we 
can find specific topics in the documents through the topic analysis; and you can extract the tone 
embedded in documents dealing with similar topics and extract a time series containing useful information 
if Sentiment Lexicon is in place. Jung (2010) said that the general process of text mining typically goes 
through four steps; Unstructured Information Collection - Information Processing - information Extraction 
- Information Analysis. This research follows the general procedures. Figure 1 below indicates the general 
process of text mining from the crawling data of Customer Generated Contents (CGC). 

 
Figure 1. Text Mining Process 

3. Methodology  
Among various CGC platforms, to measure the impact of tourists’ walkability and recognition, TripAdvisor 
CGC data is adopted to have the most efficient and effective dataset of reviews for this study in 
consideration the data’s accessibility, unbiased, and informative rationale (Table 1). In TripAdvisor, every 
review combines a description of an experience (qualitative information) and a score representing the 
value ascribed to the experience (quantitative information).With all domestic and foreign tourists’ reviews, 
moreover, we can see diverse spectrum of perspective on the place.   
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Table 1. CGC Data from TripAdvisor 

 

The diagram in Figure 2 summarizes the research methodology of this study.  

 
Figure 2. Flow Chart of Research 

3.1. Site Selection – Tourism in Doha 

Following Annual tourism performance report, 2019, Qatar welcomed 2.136 million visitors in 2019, 
representing an increase of 17% compared to the same period in 2018. Doha is located on the central-east 
portion of Qatar, bordered by the Persian Gulf on its coast. Qatar has become increasingly popular around 
the world over the last two decades, owing in large part to three phenomena: the abundance of oil; airline 
business; and iconic cultural complexes such as the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA), National Museum of 
Qatar(NMQ) and the Islamic Cultural Center. Innovative urban regeneration schemes, in addition, such as 
Souq Waqif and Msheireb Downtown Doha, are providing a strong cultural heritage focus for an attractive 
tourism in Doha.  

Based on our research purpose, leading tourism places in Doha are selected; Pearl, Katara, Souq Waqif, 
Museum of Islamic Art (MIA), and National Museum of Qatar (NMQ) (Figure 3). These places are 
representative tourist destinations in Qatar and selected as Travelers’ Choice Awards by TripAdvisor. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_Gulf
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Reviews on the five attractions along with its physical built environment condition are considered in text 
mining analysis. Additionally, to enhance the understanding of the five-site physical built environment, 
field observation measures were applied.   

 
Figure 3. Doha Metro Map and Five Selected Tourist Attractions 

While the main public transportation system was bus and taxi including Uber, the launching of Doha Metro 
means step up to the active pedestrian movement increasing accessibility. Doha Metro, as shown in Figure 
3 above, is a rapid transit system in Doha started its operation in May 2019. It consists of the three lines 
(Red Line, Green Line, and Gold Line), providing approximately 76 km with 37 station. From the central 
interchange station at Msheireb, the Red line connects from North (Lusail) to South (Wakra) of Doha, the 
Green line called as the educational line, runs from the west of Doha passing through the educational city, 
and the Gold lines passes stations placed in major historical and cultural areas like Souq Waqif and NMQ 
(Al-Harami, 2020). It provides free Metrolink service, a feeder bus network providing first and last mile 
connectivity to Qatar Rail customers within 2 to 5 kilometer radius of Doha metro service, to enhance more 
walkable city promoting the usage of public transportations. This system will provide lots of benefit for 
Doha’s tourism business especially with hosting of 2022-FIFA World Cup. 

3.2. Field Observation 

Walkability is measured in between metro stations (Origin) and tourism places (Destinations) in terms of 
proximity, place’s surroundings, and walkable built environments around. According to Moudon and Lee 
(2003), well-maintained walking surfaces, destinations, and public transit were correlated with walking for 
transport or recreation, therefore, microscale element is necessary to understand tourist’s movement. 
Observations of visiting five sites in a week were carried out on sunny days during temperatures of 35°C 
between 4:30pm and 5:30pm in May. Mainly outdoor pedestrian environment features were observed. 
Streetscape feature in auditing tool such as distance, pavement, shade, streetscape feature, and landscape 
are investigated by photos and site observation. In many respects, there is a big gap to use full auditing 
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tool in Doha, Qatar, therefore, selected auditing tool has been measured in our sites related to the 
connectivity, comfort, wayfinding, and shade.  

3.3. TripAdvisor Reviews Text Mining 

Text mining allows you to choose when, what, and samples you need to study, and above all, the number 
of samples is larger than the survey, so that the errors in the results are relatively small and information 
can be obtained quickly (Jung, 2010). The relationship between derived keywords can be identified to figure 
out the causes and factors that influence the keywords. 

The field of Sentiment Analysis, known as Opinion Mining, is more popularly adopted in the field of 
marketing and business (Liu, 2010). There is no previous research found applying sentiment analysis for 
evaluation of walkability in a tourist attractive area. Given literature review to analyze the data analysis, 
we will follow the four steps; Unstructured Information Collection - Information Processing - information 
Extraction - Information Analysis (Jung, 2010). 

3.3.1. Selection of Datasets and Research Locations 

Using the big data program for text mining, data from May 2019 when Metro began operation to the 
present day, the results of a text mining analysis for each five attraction place along with its physical built 
environment condition were compared and analyzed from the TripAdvisor review left by travelers.  

This paper analyzes ‘walk’ and its related information and public transportation ‘Doha Metro’ from dataset 
collected from TripAdvisor. Text mining can identify how pedestrian's perception of walk and transit has 
affected since new public transportation (Metro) began operation. Keywords from each of the five sites 
were derived by utilizing the big data solution program, TEXTOM, which consists of programs such as C+, R 
and Python. 

3.3.2. Data Collection and Data Processing 

First step is to collect and analyze data from the TripAdvisor reviews. With web crawler program, customer 
generated articles from TripAdvisor for the selected places are retrieved and stored in the CGC Database. 
At the stage of data collection (Table 2), the main key word is selected as "walk". The natural langue of 
data collected is English. The data is collected randomly, excluding non-text data such as pictures and 
photographs in 1st stage and math symbols, programming languages, and chemical formulas in 2nd stage. 
The CGC Database is checked and reviewed to verify every opinion is based on personal travel experiences 
to avoid noise in the dataset.  

Table 2. Dataset Collection from TripAdvisor 

 

Total number of user reviews (Table 2) are crawled and archived. Each data entry is assigned with unique 
ID number so that the unique review can be traced back at the evaluation stage.  
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3.3.3 Extracting and Analyzing Value from Datasets; Extracted Keyword TF-IDF & N-Gram 

TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is a method of weighting a word according to 
frequency and relative importance. Through the refining process of the collected data, preposition, 
postposition, and connection were removed through the refining process. For example, the investigation 
of is, was, be, etc. is high in frequency, so removal through the refining process is necessary. An analysis of 
spelling errors, adjectives of similar meaning, through deletion or merging process, is made into finally 
collected text. Several refining processes have been carried out in each tourist place to derive a keyword 
that fits the research topic of ’Walk’ and other relevant keywords.  

Word Cloud is created to visualize important contents of the related information. Through the refining 
process, in addition, the importance hierarchy of the extracted word in the data can be known through a 
Term Frequency (TF) and Network Graph (N-Gram). A TF is a word frequency value that indicates how open 
a particular word appears in a document within a certain range meaning the high frequency of a particular 
word, the more important within the document (Jung, 2010). N-Gram is a language model that is typically 
used to process text data and is used to predict probabilistically the next word by expressing a chain of 'N' 
words, using N-Gram as the basis for emotional analysis in various studies (Kim et al., 2019). Keywords have 
limitations in identifying regional characteristics with TF alone, so check N-Gram is checked for analyzing 
the results.  

4. Results  
4.1. Field Observations 

Shown in Table 3 and Figure 4, for Katara, Souk Waqif, NMQ, there is well connected underground 
connection from Metro Station to each tourist attraction area (Destination). The distance between Metro 
Station and tourist attraction is mostly within 200m boundary which is an appropriate distance within 1/4 
mile recommended by the sustainable urban design (according to New Urbanism). With the clean and 
pleasant air conditioned pathway and clear signage system, in addition, it is an optimal environmental for 
pedestrian to move easily, meaning good accessibility and connectivity.  In the case of Pearl and MIA, the 
two places do not seem to have initially considered the connectivity and accessibility by Metro as it is far 
from the distance that pedestrians can easily access. As it appears in the text mining analysis, tourists who 
visit the Pearl often use the Doha travel agency bus. The MIA, even though, is not far from Souk Waqif, 
there is low pedestrian connectivity between the two places and lack of shade or natural landscape where 
it is necessary.  

Table 3. Streetscape Characteristics in Each Tourist Attractive Places 

Location 
Distance  

from Metro 
Signage  

for Metro 
Pavement 

/Pedestrian Crossing 
Side Walk Shading  

Natural Landscape/ 
Art Sculpture 

Pearl N/A N/A 
Pedestrian-friendly 
pavement/ No car 

Shade by buildings.  
No shade in 
Promenade. 

Water Fountain, 
Park. 

Katara 

110m / Direct 
connection through 
underground 
passage from Metro 

Signage  

Pedestrian-friendly 
pavement/Controlled 
car-speed, Golf cart 
pick up service for 
visitors 

Shade created by 
buildings (Sikka-
narrow corridor) 

Natural Landscape 
(Park), Art 
Sculptures, Water 
Fountain, Retails 

Souk 
Waqif 

200m(Exit main 
station)/ Direct 
connection through 

Signage  
Dedicated Pedestrian 
walkway/ No Car 

Shade created by 
buildings (Sikka-
narrow corridor) 

Art Sculptures, 
Water Fountain, 
Retails 
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underground 
passage from Metro 

Museum 
of Islamic 
Art 

N/A N/A 

Pedestrian walkway/ 
No Car. 
Golf cart pick up 
service for visitors 

None 
Water Feature in 
Main Entrance 

National 
Museum 
of Qatar 

200m  
Signage 
(Under 
Construction) 

Golf cart pick up 
service for visitors 

None Desert Landscape 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Streetscape Photo for Each Site 
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4.2. Text Mining Result 

Using text mining techniques, Customer Generated Contents (CGC) from TripAdvisor for the selected five 
tourist places analyzed. Since there was a separate review section for Metro in TripAdvisor, Metro section 
was also analyzed to find out people’s perception on the newly introduced public transportation. The total 
of 1,580 reviews were analyzed. As shown in Table 4, there is a difference in the number of reviews 
according to each location. Two refining operations were carried out; 1. Data analyzing of the original 
review itself per each place; 2. Extracting data from the each place based on the keyword “walk”. When 
analyzing the entire review of the TripAdvisor itself, the number of TF data is higher than the TF value 
analyzed based on Keywords. 

Table 4 Analysis of Number of Frequency for Each Research Location 

 

As shown in Table 5, top 10 frequent words for each place are derived from datasets to identify keywords 
that become issues at the location. The perception of walk and recognition/characteristics of public 
transportation at site is analyzed in detail, through the correlation of keywords by N-GRAM. The text mining 
related to ‘Walk’ in each place was completed after refining through text mining for the study places. When 
comparing the top 10 extracted keywords with frequency presented in Table 5, we found the general 
characteristics. For each region, we observed that there are many related words about walk for the outdoor 
space, such as Pearl, Souq Waqif, and MIA.  

For the NMQ, TF results for the architecture itself is high. In the case of Pearl, MIA, and NMQ, it was difficult 
to find words related to Metro, due to no Metro close to or not yet being actively used. TF of Pearl presents 
the characteristics of Pearl regions such as ’walk’, ‘beautiful’, ‘marina’, ‘chill out’, and ‘restaurant’, which 
are place-like features in relation to walk, was derived. In Katara's case, key words related to Metro are 
easily found such as ‘metro station’, ‘shuttle bus’, ‘accessible’, and ‘red line running around Metro’ were 
found. The symbol of Katara, Blue Mosque, is also found. 

For Souk Waqif, text mining presents unique features such as ‘walk’, ‘tour’, ‘automatic’, ‘accessible to 
Metro’, ‘walk way’, and ‘side walk’. When looking at keywords in MIA, as well as ‘evening’ and ‘night’ that 
characterize time, words about MIA's external landscape, such as ‘walk’, ‘park’, and ‘corniche’, were easily 
encountered. There was also a lot of frequency of words indicating Souq Waqif, but there was no direct 
metro-related word. In the N-Gram for IMA, it illustrates ‘Islamic art’, ‘amazing architect’, and ‘2 or 3 hours 
tour in the Museum’, ‘Coffee shop’ and ‘gift shop’, representing its placeability. NMQ Keywords indicate 
Museum itself and ‘architecture’, ‘desert rose’, and ‘modern’, but no keywords related to walk or metro 
appeared. N-Gram of the NMQ shows these features more pronounced; ‘French Architect Jean Nouvel’, 
‘amaze and excellent Museum’. It is expected that many people are lack of experience or understanding of 
Metro exit since the exit is still under construction. 
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Table 5. Term Frequency of Keywords for Each Research Location 

 

Keyword's TF alone has limitations in recognizing the tourist's opinion and idea for walk in each region, so 
N-Gram as shown in Table 6 is adopted to supplement the results. In N-Gram, the greater the correlation 
of words, the greater the size and thickness of the arrow. It allows us to understand the flow of the 
reviewer’s thinking by following the arrow.  

In Peal, a network of words that connect like 'afternoons', 'great', 'beautiful' and 'many people have walk' 
are presented. In the case of Souq Waqif, it is witnessed the link from 'walk' to ‘market', ‘accessible to 
Metro' to 'market', and ‘Accessible to metro’ and ‘cheap clean metro’. Though “Metro” was not in the 
major list in TF, its characteristics was witnessed in the walk environment of Souq Waqif with N-Gram. In 
the case of MIA and NMQ, museum itself acts as like central to the connection of other words than ‘walk’.  
From N-Gram of MIA shows the link of ‘time required to view’, ‘walk to souk’, and information of ‘great 
walk, easy walk, nice park’. For NMQ, the building concept of ‘desert rose’, ‘architect’, and ‘exhibition of 
Museum’ are seen at the top. In consideration of newly introduced public mass transportation, Doha 
Metro, the analysis of the word “Metro” itself is conducted and it presents a random analysis of connecting 
to each expression, not as a centered on a single word. Users’ main opinions towards the Doha Metro are 
mostly “excellent” and “very good”, and show their interests in “day pass”, “standard class”, and “family 
section”. This is a positive element that can be a unique experience related to the Qatar culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place Keyword TF Percent Place Keyword TF Percent Place Keyword TF Percent
walk 71 22.90% metro 12 13.33% walk 129 26.00%
nice 12 3.87% Shuttle bus 8 9.66% nice 20 4.42%
area 9 2.90% station 6 6.66% metro 13 2.62%
place 8 2.58% red line 6 6.66% souqwaqif 12 2.41%
shop 8 2.58% bus 5 5.55% place 9 1.81%
beautiful 6 1.93% clean 3 3.33% enjoy 9 1.81%
enjoy 6 1.93% ride 3 3.33% market 8 1.61%
great 5 1.61% walk 3 3.33% doha 7 1.41%
evening 5 1.61% accessible 3 3.33% evening 5 1.01%
restaurant 4 1.29% taxi 3 3.33% narrow 5 1.01%y
walk 53 29.94% museum 50 8.98% metro 18 7.00%
park 8 4.51% architecture 32 5.93% clean 10 3.89%
distance 7 3.95% amaze 30 5.38% doha 7 2.72%
souq 7 3.95% qatar 21 3.77% new 7 2.72%
nice 5 2.82% build 14 2.51% easy 7 2.72%
gallery 4 2.26% modern 13 2.33% efficient 6 2.33%
view 3 1.69% interest 13 2.33% travel 5 1.94%
walkway 3 1.69% stunning 10 1.79% excellent 5 1.95%
easy 3 1.69% great 10 1.79% train 5 1.95%
corniche 3 1.69% impress 9 1.61% convenient 3 1.17%

Museum 
of Islamic 

Art

National 
Museum 
of Qatar

Metro

Pearl
Souq 
Waqif

Katara
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Table 6. Word Cloud Graph and N- GRAM Network Graph based on TripAdvisor CGC Data 
Word Cloud Graph  N- GRAM Network Graph  
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5. Conclusion and Way Forward 

This study seeks to find out the interrelationship/effectiveness between the newly opened Doha Metro 
and attractive tourist places in Doha, using text mining techniques, mapping and photographs. The 
research method investigates the distances from each metro to the tour place based on the proper distance 

of 1⁄4 miles (approximate 400 meter) described in the sustainable urban design. Based on text mining 

analysis extracted from the review of TripAdvisor related to relevant keywords – ‘walk’; firstly is the highest 
frequency of words that well reflect the characteristics of each place can be determined especially for 
research locations like The Pearl, Souq Waqif and Museum of Islamic Arts.   

Second in the frequency of data analysis, where keyword ‘Metro’ has also been applied to the selected 
sites. However, there is weak relationship between the research locations and Metro. It means that, there 
is not much information appeared neither about Doha Metro in research location datasets, nor research 
location names are in Doha Metro dataset. It is expected that the rate of Metro use is still low compared 
to the city’s population and this will take some time for Doha Metro to be used as main mode of 
transportation among the tourists.  

This paper, moreover, explores and investigates the possibility of utilizing/analyzing CGC data from social 
media to extract user’s opinions about a selected place using text mining analysis. The outcome of this 
study will be able to propose some guidelines to enhance the walking environment for tourists within the 
challenging weather condition like hot and arid climate of Qatar.  
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